If you love
sarah lean, try . . .
SOLDIER DOG
SAM ANGUS
Macmillan
Amid the misery of combat in
World War I, a young dog handler
finds that the loyalty of his dog is
the one thing he can rely on.

THE FOREVER WHALE

TIGER WARS

WHITE DOLPHIN

STEVE BACKSHALL
Orion
A storming eco–adventure from
BBC wildlife expert Steve Backshall.
A child gang member working for
a Chinese tiger poacher decides to
swap sides. But at what cost?

GILL LEWIS
OUP
When Kara and Felix find a hurt
dolphin on a beach, they are caught
in a race to save it–battling the
riddle of Kara’s missing mother, and
powerful enemies who don’t want
them to succeed!

MAGNIFICAT

SKY HAWK

MARILYN EDWARDS
Catnip
A lost cat finds sanctuary in a church,
and meets a lonely boy there. Soon
the pair are inseparable –until Ben’s
beloved Magnificat is snatched.

GILL LEWIS
OUP
In the forest above the dark waters of
the loch, a ragged girl is guarding a
precious secret. When she shares the
secret of the osprey with Callum, both
of their lives are changed forever.

SYLVIE AND STAR

A HOME FOR TEASEL

JULIA GREEN
OUP
Sylvie’s grandparents are expecting
a whole litter of puppies. But only
one arrives: Star. And when his eyes
open, a very special story begin.

MARGI MCALLISTER
Scholastic
A girl’s dream of a perfect pony is
snatched away. Will Gwen ever see
Teasel again?

ONE DOG AND HIS BOY

SHADOW

EVA IBBOTSON
Scholastic
All Hal ever wanted was a dog
–but his stuck–up parents won’t
allow it. So Hal runs away with
a band of pedigree hounds, on a
grand, tail–wagging adventure!

MICHAEL MORPURGO
HarperCollins
Sheltering from the horrors of the
Afghan war, a boy, Aman, finds a
dog outside his cave. Shadow will
not be shooed away, nor will he leave
Aman’s side. For their destinies are
linked, and always will be .

SARAH LEAN
HarperCollins
Can a whale save Hannah’s grandad
as his memory starts to fade? Moving
and magical storytelling from the
author of A Dog Called Homeless.
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